THE  AUTHORITY   OF   CATHOLICISM
thundered against the proposal. But Pius IX. happened to be
more concerned about keeping on good terms with M, Thiers'
Government than about his dignity, and Veuillot received a
sharp reproof for his over-zealousness, coupled with a singularly
overdue blame for " forgetting the laws of charity " and for
allowing censures on persons to be expressed in his paper with
a " bitter zeal which is foreign to the charity of a Catholic." *
Veuillot submitted, of course, but was deeply hurt and not
unnaturally surprised.
Veuillot's credit at the Vatican was not limited to verbal
approval; his attitude had a very direct bearing on events.
Ever since France had come to his rescue in 1849 Pius IX. had
seen in her his special defender, and given special weight to
the influence and advice of the French clergy, particularly
when that advice happened to coincide with his own prejudices.
During the fateful years 1858 to 1860 he saw in France what
seemed to be the steady growth of a party that claimed to
champion his claims, whose violence of language reduced its
adversaries to a dignified silence, who had the evident favour of
the authorities and boasted that it represented the real feeling
of the Catholic Church in France. Small wonder that he lent a
glad ear to their theories and suggestions, that he believed that
they were indeed the authentic voice of French Catholicism,
and either ignored or snubbed those prelates who, like
Dupanloup or Sibour, warned him of the dangers of the Veuillot
school, told him that the Emperor could not be relied on,
that L'Univers was not the whole of Catholic opinion, and
that the official endorsement of its views would tend only
to precipitate the break between society and the Church.
But the Pope, relying on his " caro Veuillot/' lent a deaf
ear to all warnings.
" The French clergy," said Circourt to Nassau Senior, " are
accused of being Ultramontane. It would be more true if the
Pope were called Cismontane. Since our occupation of Rome
his whole policy, ecclesiastical as well as civil, has originated in
France. Our bishops and clergy are his advisers; they are the
public whose applause he courts. It is an unfortunate change.
1 Letters of I3th April and i6th May 1872 (Tie de L. Feuillot, iv,, p. 347).
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